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Anomalous a-Mg Dendrite Growth
During Directional Solidification of a
Mg-Zn Alloy
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Dendritic morphology was investigated in a direction-
ally solidified magnesium-zinc alloy using synchrotron
X-ray tomography and electron backscattered diffrac-
tion. Unexpectedly, primary dendrites grew along
h2131i, rather than the previously reported h1120i and
h2245i directions. Further, seven asymmetric sets of side
branches formed, instead of six-fold symmetric arms,
evolving with three coexisting morphologies per trunk
of: traditional, seaweed structure, and free growth. The
anomalous growth is attributed to the imposed thermal
gradient and zinc-induced interfacial energy anisotropy
variations.
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Magnesium alloys are gaining increasing attention for
use as structural components in the automotive and
aerospace sectors[1–3] due to their low density and high
strength-to-weight ratio. Understanding and controlling
microstructural evolution in Mg alloys, including den-
dritic growth orientation and morphology during solid-
ification, is critical to obtaining optimal mechanical
properties.[4] Microtomography has proven to be a
powerful tool for investigating dendritic growth and

morphology for bcc and fcc alloys, with prior studies
primarily focussed on binary aluminum alloys contain-
ing copper[5–7] or zinc,[8–10] which grow with a preferred
orientation of [100] and form a four-fold symmetric
structure.[4,11]

Mg alloys are hcp, with a crystal structure that has
six-fold symmetry. Many prior metallographic experi-
mental studies, and simulations, have shown that the
primary a-Mg dendrites grow with a preferred direction

of h1120i, as reported in References 12 through 14 for
Mg-9wt pctAl alloys and for Mg-40wt pctZn.[15] The

growth direction of h2245i and h1121h have also been
reported under some conditions in Mg alloys.[15–18]

However, a number of recent studies in aluminum
alloys have shown that the growth direction and
dendrite morphology in metallic alloy systems can be
altered from the expected value. The two most common
ways to achieve new microstructure are as follows: 1. the
addition of alloying elements, which significantly alter
the interfacial surface tension anisotropy, c¢sl; 2.
imposed thermal conditions (thermal gradient, G, and
growth velocity, V). Rappaz et al.[8–10,19] demonstrated
that the addition of Zn alters the preferred growth
direction in aluminum alloys, transforming a-Al den-
drites from h100i to h110i as the Zn wt pct is increased
from 5 to 90 pct. The addition of Zn to Al is thought to
strongly increase c¢sl. Although this change in the c¢sl of
Al with increasing Zn has not been experimentally
quantified, the anisotropy has been shown to be low
(typically 1 pct) between the [001] and [011] directions in
dilute Al-Cu, Al-Si,[20] and Al-Sn[21] binary alloys. In
contrast, the anisotropy in hcp zinc is very large, as high
as 30 pct between the c-direction and the growth
directions in the basal plane.[9,10] Based on this, Rappaz
et al. hypothesized that the addition of Zn increased the
anisotropy causing a dendrite orientation transi-
tion[8–10,19] in Al alloys. In terms of the influence of
imposed thermal conditions, Pettersen et al.[16,17]

demonstrated that the growth direction of primary
a-Mg dendrites in a directionally solidified (DS) AZ91
alloy (90.8Mg-8.25Al-0.7Zn-0.35Mn, wt pct) could be

altered from h1120i at low G and high V to h2245i for
high G and low V. In addition, the number of secondary
arm side branches transformed from the expected six to
only three. Together, these studies suggest that both the
influence of alloying and the imposed solidification
conditions must be considered when predicting dendritic
growth.
Like aluminum, magnesium has been reported to have

a weak interfacial anisotropy, especially between the
c-axis and basal plane.[22,23] Therefore, investigating the
influence of an alloying element with a high intrinsic c¢sl
on the formation of a-Mg dendrites is of interest to
determine if this element can be used to control the
structure. Zinc is one such addition, as it has a similar
hcp structure but a very strong c¢sl. In the present study,
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Fig. 1—Segmented primary a-Mg columnar dendrite and its secondary arms from sCT tomogram of a directionally solidified Mg-38wt pct alloy.
(a) Expected six-fold crystallography and growth directions (as observed previously in DS AZ91[16]); (b) 3D rendering of the seven secondary
arm side branches (marked D1-7, growth direction into the page; (c) primary dendrite oriented in the vertical direction; (d through j) morpholo-
gies of each of the seven secondary arms side branches and their angles relative to the stem (d, f, i-~54o; e, j-~81o; g, h-~60o). (d-j have the same
scale).

Table I. Measured Angles (Degree,
o
) Between Seven Secondary Arms (SA) and the Primary Trunk

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Dendrite1
Min 55.0 81.4 53.8 58.3 58.7 53.5 79.3
Max 56.6 82.1 54.8 61.4 62.1 53.9 81.3

Avg. (Var.) 55.6 (0.4) 81.8 (2.7) 54.3 (0.2) 60.2 (1.7) 61.2 (1.9) 53.7 (0.02) 80.3 (0.7)
Dendrite2
Min 52.1 76.3 51.8 57.9 58.5 51.3 77.8
Max 54.9 82.5 54.1 63.8 62.5 56.3 82.3

Avg. (Var.) 53.9 (0.8) 80.5 (3.9) 52.8 (0.5) 61.1 (3.6) 61 (1.8) 54.3 (1.2) 80.5 (1.4)
Dendrite3
Min 52.5 77.2 50.6 59.5 59.5 53.2 79
Max 55.6 83.3 54.2 66.1 63.0 55.5 82

Avg. (Var.) 54.1 (0.6) 80.8 (3.1) 52.6 (1.0) 62.1 (4.2) 61.4 (1.2) 54.4 (0.4) 80.6 (0.9)
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the effect of Zn on the growth direction of a-Mg
dendrites has been investigated using synchrotron X-ray
tomography (sCT) and electron backscattered diffrac-
tion (EBSD).

For this experiment, a Mg-38wt pctZn alloy
was produced and then directionally solidified in a
Bridgeman furnace with a pulling velocity (V) of 30 lm/s
and temperature gradient (G) of 10 to 20 K/mm. Then
the cylindrical sample with a diameter of 6.6 mm was
quenched into a Ga-In-Sn liquid metal and two samples
were taken from just below the quench zone; one for
sCT and the other for EBSD analysis. First, longitudinal
sections were mechanically ground using SiC paper and
then polished with 0.5-lm diamond suspension with
ethanol as lubricant. Second, the surface oxide film and
deformation layer were removed using focused ion beam
(30 kv, 20 pA, FEI strata 235 Dual Beam) to obtain a
high-quality diffraction pattern. Finally, EBSD analysis
was performed on a FEI Quanta 200 FEG scanning
electron microscope (30 kV, spot size ~1.5 nm) with the
HKL system using a step size of 0.6 lm. Orientation
maps were then analyzed to determine the crystallo-
graphic orientation of several primary trunks. The
second portion from the quench zone was prepared for

synchrotron X-ray tomographic imaging. sCT experi-
ments were carried out at BL13W1 of the Shanghai
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF, China), with a
pixel size of 0.74 lm and 900 projections for each scan.
The details of the SSRF experimental setup and
parameters are similar to those described in Reference
15. The raw 3-D images were processed by ImageJ with
a median filter and then Avizo@ (FEI, France) for 3-D
rendering and quantification.
Three isolated dendritic grains were extracted out of

the sample for examinations. Figure 1 provides the
analysis results on one of these three primary a-Mg
columnar dendrites which were quantified from the
directionally solidified Mg-38wt pctZn alloy, imaged
using sCT. Surprisingly, instead of the expected six-fold
symmetry (shown schematic in Figure 1(a)[15,16]), the
dendrite branches are observed to grow in an asymmet-
ric manner with seven secondary arms evolving around
the trunk (Figure 1(b)). Additionally, the seven sec-
ondary branches were found to grow with three distinct
morphologies. The three morphologies are both
qualitatively very different, as seen by comparing
Figures 1(d) through (j), and quantitatively distinguish-
able via their growth angles to the primary, as shown in

Fig. 2—(a) Backscattered electron (BSE) micrograph and (b) EBSD orientation map on a longitudinal section of the secondary arm side branch;
(c) Pole figure of the primary dendrite. (Note, in (a), G is the thermal gradient and V the growth direction of the primary dendrite. In (b), black
represents the unanalysed eutectic.).
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Table I (each average values is from at least six
secondary arms along the trunk length) and discussed
in detail below.

The first morphology we term traditional, with the
arms growing in crystallographically favorable direc-

tions (e.g., h4225i) with hierarchical tertiary branches

Fig. 3—(a, c, e) Three additional dendrites from DS Mg-38wt pctZn samples oriented in the vertical direction, which all display the same pri-
mary a-Mg dendrite growth direction ( h2131i, shown schematically in (b) as the dendrite in Fig. 1. All three also had seven secondary arms, as
shown in cross section for two in (d, f).
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(Figures 1(d) (D1), (f) (D3), (i) (D6)). The angles are ~54
deg with respect to the trunk, and are qualitatively and
quantitatively similar to those observed in prior high

G/V directionally solidified Mg alloys with a h1120i
primary stem (e.g., in AZ91[16]). This was the most
prevalent morphology, occurring in just under half of
the observed secondary dendrites in the Mg-38wt pctZn
Bridgman-solidified sample.

The second morphology, termed seaweed structure,
occurred on two of the arms (Figures 1(g) (D4) and h
(D5)). The seaweed structure seems to grow with an
angle of ~40 deg to the trunk initially, but then bends to
a larger angle (~60 deg). Prior studies have observed
seaweed-like structures during solidification either at
near-isothermal conditions[24–27] or in deeply under-
cooled metallic melts.[28–30] Textured seaweed structures
were also observed by Rappaz et al.[8–10,19] in aluminum
alloys when zinc was added at compositions of 25 to 55
wt pct. Our results in Mg-Zn, combined with those of
Rappaz et al. in Al-Zn, support Rappaz’s hypothesis
that the increase in interfacial energy anisotropy due to
the addition of Zn alters the growth morphology. It is
noted that the two seaweed-like arms, D4 and D5, are
adjacent and it could be hypothesized that they started
as one branch that divided via twining or tip splitting.

The third morphology, termed free growth, occurs
when branches initially form at an angle of ~60 deg with
respect to the primary but then bend away from the
trunk, becoming almost perpendicular (Figures 1(e)(D2)
and (j) (D7)). From the sCT images, it could be seen that
the interdendritic spaces in front of these dendrites were
much wider than for other secondary arms. We hypoth-
esize that these curved dendrites have formed as a result
of Zn solute being rejected during solidification, result-
ing in an increase in the Zn concentration in front of the
growth interface, thus altering c¢sl,[9] and ultimately
altering the growth direction. As solidification
progresses, Zn will be partitioned, enriching in the
interdendritic liquid and buoyancy may cause macroseg-
regation. Any resulting change in composition will
modify the anisotropy; however, detailed examination
of the secondary branch morphology along the entire
sample shows little variation. Thus, the effect of gravity
segregation seems to cause insignificant influence on the
dendritic morphology during growth for this very small
diameter sample. Although mechanical bending due to
buoyancy has been suggested as a potential cause in
other alloys,[31] here the a-Mg secondary dendrites arms
lighter than the Zn-enriched liquid, and hence the forces
are in the opposite direction, making this factor
unlikely. In summary, prior studies have shown that
the interplay of thermal conditions, solute diffusion, and
interfacial free energy anisotropy is very complex, and
all of these factors can influence dendritic growth,[32]

resulting in a range of morphologies from the dendritic
to seaweed like to fractural.[33,34]

The qualitative observations made in Figure 1 were
verified through EBSD. Figure 2 shows an example of
SEM micrograph, orientation map and corresponding
pole figure resulting from the EBSD performed on the
longitudinal section of the directionally solidified

Mg-38wt pctZn. Instead of the frequently reported

h1120i, h1121i, h1123i or h2245i orientations in Mg
alloys,[15–18] the primary arms grew in a direction close

to h2131i which is between h1120i and h2245h (about 22
deg to h1120i and 35 deg to h2245i) was observed.
Furthermore, all of the dendrites show the same unusual
morphology of seven asymmetrical secondary arms
evolving around a primary trunk (as shown in
Figures 3(c) through (f) qualitatively, and quantitatively

in Table I) that is growing in the h21311i direction (as
confirmed by EBSD on all dendrites in the section).
Note that although the orientation is approximate as

it is difficult to section exactly parallel to the main trunk
of dendrites when there is a tilt angle between the
dendritic growth direction and the imposed temperature
gradient (marked in Figure 2(a)). However, from the
result depicted in Figures 2(a) and (b), the section plane
appears to be nearly parallel to the main trunk, since the
primary arm spans 80 pct of the micrograph in the
vertical direction.[33]

In conclusion, synchrotron X-ray tomography has
elucidated abnormal dendritic growth in directionally
solidified Mg-38wt pctZn, both in terms of the primary

arm growth direction ( h2131i rather than the previously

reported h1120i and h2245i directions), and the asymme-
try of the secondary arm side branches. Specifically, seven
asymmetric secondary arms evolve behind each advanc-
ing primary rather than the expected six-fold symme-
try.[15–17] These evolving sets of secondary dendrites in
themselves showed three different morphologies: typical;
seaweed-like structures; or free growth. All three mor-
phologies were found to grow simultaneously on the same
primary trunk. It was hypothesized that the combined
influence of imposed thermal gradient and anisotropy in
surface energy due to the Zn alloying addition caused this
unusual structure to form, similar to the dendrite orien-
tation transition hypothesized by Rappaz et al.[8–10] This
demonstrated the influence of both composition and
thermal conditions upon the morphology of dendritic
microstructures formed during solidification.
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